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The whole thickness of the skin may be employed to cover a raw
surface, and if successful, it yields a stronger and more enduring
covering than is obtained from epidermis alone. Whenever feasible,
a two-stage method is employed in the transplantation of a com-
pletely detached flap of skin, as in the Italian operation for the
restoration of an eyelid. In all methods it is essential that the flap
be cut generously, and a rough guide is to cut the flap about one-
third larger than the gap it is destined to fill. It must not, of
course, be subjected to the slightest tension or to undue pressure.
Transplantation of the mucous membrane follows that of skin in
most of its details, but the difficulty of securing asepsis is a serious
handicap. Success, however, has attended the formation of a new
eyelid from the tissues of the lip. We need scarcely follow the
author into his discussion of the transplantation of blood-vessels,
bones, teeth, nerve tissue, tendons, and the like. S. S.

BOOK NOTICES

Abstract-Bulletin of Nela Research Laboratory. National Lamp
Works of General Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
EDWARD P. HYDE, Director. 1919. 0

This is the second, number of the first volume of Abstracts of
Papers published from this Laboratory.
One cannot speak too highly of the work done in this institution,

and it seems a great pity that such a good example is not followed
in this country in connection with various industrial undertakings.
The volume contains abstracts of thirty-four papers, most of

which are purely physical. Abstracts of a few given below have a
direct bearing on ophthalmology. The others should be studied by
those who are interested, in the physical side of the subject.

Paper 61-" The Injurious Effect of Ultra-violet Radiation on
Living Tissue." By W. E. BURGE.

It has been recognized for some time that the radiation from a
quartz mercury arc, or from an iron arc, or from any light-source
emitting large quantities of ultra-violet rays is harmful to the eye.
It may be assumed that wave-lengths shorter than 350 pt, are
injurious to living tissues. The object of the investigation is to
determine the wave-lengths in the ultra-violet region of the
spectrum which are injurious and their mode of action in producing
the injury. The following experiments were made to determine
the mode of action of ultra-violet radiation in coagulating or
rendering insoluble the proteins of egg white and of the crystalline
lens.
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Action on Proteins of Egg White
Films of egg white were made and exposed for 30 hours to the

action of the quartz lamp, part being exposed and part being
covered by cardboard. They were then placed in a 1 per cent.
solution of calcium chloride, and the portion of the egg white which
had been exposed to the action of the quartz lamp was coagulated,
whereas the unexposed portion remained unaffected.

Action on Proteins of Crystalline Lens
Similar films of lens substance made from pigs' lenses were

exposed at the same time with the same result.

Action of different Wave-lengths in the Ultra-violet Region
of the Spectrum

An extract of pig lenses was made with a 1 per cent. calcium
chloride solution and placed in a circular quartz cell made of two
quartz discs having between them a hard rubber ring. By means
of a small quartz spectrograph the radiation from a quartz.mercury
vapour burner was focussed on the lens extract in the quartz cell.
A coagulated line of lens protein, where the spectral line of wave-
length 254 .,tq was focussed, appeared after 50 minutes' exposure;
one where the spectral line of wave-length 265 ,qt was focussed
appeared after 65 minutes' exposure; one where 280 HZ and
302 ,Iq were focussed appeared after 120 minutes' exposure.
The remaining lines of coagulated lens extract appeared after
200 minutes' exposure. By covering half the slit of the spectrograph
with the cornea of a rabbit it was shown that the cornea transmits
wave-lengths as short as 297 7Au and 302 ,up,, and that these
wave-lengths are effective in changing the protein of the lens so
that calcium salts can combine with it to form a coagulum, as just
shown. A photograph of the spectrum made through a layer of
the lens extract 1 mm. thick shows that the extract absorbs all
wave-lengths shorter than 313 ,upt, and that all of these absorbed
short wave-lengths are effective in coagulating the protein of the
lens extracted with 0.1 per cent. calcium-chloride solution. A layer
of aqueous humour 1 mm. thick did not absorb these effective
wave-lengths appreciably.

The Production of Anterior Eye Trouble in Living Animals
by means of Ultra-Violet Radiation

Frogs were kept in 0.2 per cent. sodium silicate, 0.8 calcium
chloride and another batch in tap water for 15 days, then exposed
on five successive days to the radiation from a quartz mercury lamp
for one hour. On the 15th day in the frogs living in the sodium
silicate and calcium chloride the eyelids had become converted into
an opaque mass, but the frog living in tap water was very little
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injured. It is well known that the skin sunburns more quickly
when wet than when dry, and it is probable that this is due to the
moisture allowing the calcium to combine more freely with the
proteins of the cells.

The Production of Cataract in Living Animals by means
of Ultra-Violet Radiation

It is known that cataractous lenses obtained from India contained
-distinct amounts of the silicates of potassium, calcium and possibly
of sodium, while those from the United States contained no
silicon. The experiments were conducted on fish, and to increase
the amount of calcium contents of the body, goldfish were kept
in calcium chloride, calcium nitrate, and sodium silicate, and
also in tap water for ten days. At the end of this time their eyes
were exposed in a quartz bottle to the action of a quartz mercury
vapour lamp. It was found that in the fish in the salt solution the
cornea and lens became opaque, but by transferring the fish back to
o'rdinary water the cornea cleared, whilst the lens remained
cataractous. The fish in ordinary tap water was unaffected.
A photograph of the spectrum, taken through the cornea of a rabbit,

shows that the cornea transmits wave-lengths up to 30Z uqA, which
from the foregoing experiments are seen to be effective in coagu-
lating lens proteins. It is therefore clear that the protective action
of the cornea is not complete and that the coagulation of the lens
proteins depends on the presence of calcium or silicate in the tissue.
It has been shown that the normal lens contains 0.08 per cent. of
calcium in the ash, whilst a cataractous lens contains 15 per cent.

Glass-blowers' Cataract

The eyes of glass-blowers are probably subject to more of the
short waves of the spectrum than the eyes of people
generally. It may be assumed that these short waves modify
the protein of the lens so that if abnormal amounts of the
salts of calcium or silicates are present these combine with
the modified lens protein to precipitate it, and hence produce an
opacity of the lens. It must be assumed that those who
do develop cataract have a more or less disturbed condition of
nutrition expressing itself in an increase of those substances which
can combine with the lens protein, modified by ultra-violet radiation,
to precipitate it.

Paper 62.-" Glasses for Protecting the Eyes in Industrial
Processes." By M. LUCKIESH.
The destructive effe'ct of ultra-violet radiation is well known, but

the wave-length limits of the destructive spectral region are not
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definitely known. It is a matter of common knowledge that
ordinary clear glass reduces the deleterious effects on the eye from
the radiant energy of bare iron and carbon arcs and the quartz
mercury lamp. Many industrial processes require the use of these
rays. Infra-red energy, as far as it is known, does not cause cataract
unless it is used in excessive amounts so as to produce an actual
burn. Various types of glasses were used for the transmission of
ultra-violet radiation through a quartz spectrograph. In obtaining
the transmission-curves a photographic method of photometry was
used. It was found that yellow green glasses were the most
serviceable 'for all purposes. An interesting point in the case of
amber glasses is that in the lap-welding department of a Steel mill,
where the temperature is judged by visual observation, the operators
could not do so with amber glasses, but experienced no difficulty
with yellow-green glasses.

Paper 60.-" Radiant Energy and the Eye." By M. LUCKIESH.
Not all the radiant energy which enters the eye is active in

producing the sensation of light, and it is fair to assume that the
" inactive " energy is absorbent and transformed into heat. There
is a general feeling that artificial light is more fatiguing than day-
light, which contains less energy per lumen-second than. the light
from ordinary artificial illuminants. As a matter of fact, it is
usually ignored that daylight, illumination intensities are often
hundreds or even thousands of times greater than ordinary artificial
illumination intensities, and that artificial light is usually used during
the latter part of the day's activities. Computational method was
used, the various eye medi being represented by thicknesses of
water.

TABLE I.

THICKNESSES OF WATER CORRESPONDING TO VARIOUS EYE MEDIA

Centimeters of Total Depth to
Water. Posterior Surface.

Cornea ......... ... 006 0-06

Aqueous humor ... 0 34 0'40

Crystalline lens ... ... 0-42 0-82

Vitreous humor ... ... 1-46 2-28

Total depth of eye ... ... 2-28 2-28

Black body illuminants were used.
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TABLE II.
ABSORPTION IN WATTS PER LUMEN

Watts per Lumen absorbed in

Source.
Water of Dephth.

22c.Cornea. q L-ens.Vt0 06cm. 0'4cm. 0 82cm. 228cm. humor. humor.

Black body at 0'153 0'179 0'186 0'20 0-153 0-026 0C007 0-013
2,000 absolute

,,2,500 ;, 04 '049 053 0061 '04 '009 '004 '008

t 3,000 ,,o 012 '0156 '0174 '02 012 '0036 0018; '0028

to 4,000 I, '0035 .0049 .0057 '0071 '0035 0014 100081 '0014

to 5,000 '0015 '0023 0027 0035 0015 0008 '0004 ! 0008

4-w.p.c. treated '247 '297 '312 '338 '247 *05 0015 '026
carbon lamp

1.25-w.p.c. tungsten 0 064 0'082 0-089 0-l01 0064 0 018 0'007 0'012
lamp

Pafer 59.-" Visual Pattern-discrimination in the Vertebrates."
By H. M. JOHNSON.
The animal was put into an experimental box in which there are

two food compartments, and one door of the food compartment is
marked with the pattern. If the animal gets into the wrong box he
receives an electric shock, but if he gets into the right box he
receives his food. -The pattern to be discriminated is placed upon
the one containing the food. The animal is previously fed in both
compartments, so that there should be no reason why he should go
into one compartment more than the other except that it is marked
with the pattern.

Conclusions
The capuchin monkey possesses a visual acuity and a sensitivity

to difference in size of visual detail of the same order as those of
mankind. He is also quite sensitive to difference in direction of the
elements of a simple pattern, but his threshold for this characteristic
difference is higher than the human threshold.
The visual acuity of the chicken is only 20 to 25 per cent. as good

as that of the monkey and man; and the chick's sensitivity to
differences in size and direction is only 8-12 per cent. as good as
that of the monkey.
The dog is relatively insensitive to detail in visual objects, and

the deficiency is retinal.
The most obvious structural difference among these types of eyes

is the degree of retinal development. While other factors were
doubtless more or less effective, the difference in retinal structure is
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a sufficient explanation of the difference in visual sensitivity. It is
to be hoped that future and more intensive experiments will show
to what extent the various differential factors were operative.

In so far as evolutionary theories attribute detail-vision to
animals having a retinal structure, of which -the dog's is typical,
they would seem to require modification.

In addition to these papers, there are several other interesting
papers which are more of a physical nature such as:

" The Effect on Foveal Vision of Bright Surroundings."
" The Influence of Pupillary Diameter on Visual Acuity."
" Visual Acuity in White Light."
"The Shortest Perceptible Time Interval between Two Flashes

of Light."
" Experiments of Color-Saturation."
" On the Growth and Decay of Color Sensations in Flicker

Photometry." M. S. M.

Sight-Testing Made Easy. By W. M. HARDWICKE, M.D.
London: J. & A. Churchill, 1920. 4th Edition, price 5s.

The production of a fourth edition indicates a definite demand
for a book of this type. The information given should be super-
fluous to any one who has had ophthalmic training. Others who
have not had such training will not be enabled to make good
*their deficiencies and do refraction work with benefit to their
patients by reading such a book.
The author states on page 20 that " In hypermetropes the ciliary

muscle becomes hypertrophied owing to its excessive use, thus
overcrowding the ciliary region, with the consequence that glaucoma
is most coiinmon in hypermetropic eyes"; and again on page 22,
"Myopes, however, enjoy an almost complete immunity from
glaucoma because of the atrophy of the ciliary muscle due to the
comparative lack of its use." Neither statement will meet with
general acceptance. In discussing the use of cycloplegics he says
that atropin should never be used for patients over thirty-five
years (page 46). Again, in dealing with squint on page 39, " If after
seven years of age, but not before glasses have been worn for some
months, and no improvement is manifested, operative interference
will be necessary." E. E. H.

NOTES
THE death has taken place of Herbert

Deaths Danvers, M.D. (Paris), at Nice. He formerly
practised in London, and in 1901 wrote a

small book on " Spring Catarrh of the Eyes," The deaths are

NOTES .247
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